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Abstract

Canada has been celebrated in popular and academic work

for its relative immunity to nativist populism. No competi-

tive nativist party has recently emerged in federal politics

that challenges the mainstream consensus around mass

immigration, unlike virtually every other postindustrial

democracy. This paper argues that existing explanations

for this “exceptionalism” are lacking. In particular, they fail

to appreciate the importance of Quebec nationalism in con-

tributing to this outcome. Quebec nationalism fractured the

stronger anti‐immigration sentiment found in rural and

smaller urban areas in both Quebec and Anglophone Can-

ada and thereby prevented right‐wing parties from

mobilising that sentiment in a way that could feasibly win

elections. This forced such parties to moderate their mes-

sage and court “ethnic voters” in suburban ridings around

Toronto and Vancouver. We illustrate this argument using

novel data which permit a comparison of the Canadian

experience with nativist politics in Australia and New

Zealand.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

In recent years, Canada has been depicted as a beacon of openness, diversity, and social peace in a world of rising

nativist populism. The election of Donald Trump only made that view more popular, as Canadian Prime Minister Jus-

tinTrudeau, an ardent cosmopolitan and multiculturalist, was placed in stark relief in media comparisons. Rolling Stone

magazine, for example, asked in the summer of 2017 “Why can't this be our president?” in its profile of Trudeau,

while many recent newspaper articles have sought to document the reasons for Canada's unique apparent immunity

to nativist populism (e.g., Taub, 2017). According to some interpretations, the country may be the “world's first

postnational state” (Foran, 2017). Indeed, this view appears to be embraced by Trudeau himself, who contends:

“There is no core identity, there is no mainstream in Canada (Lawson, 2015).” From this perspective, nativism has

become impossible, even unthinkable, for a competitive political party in Canada today.

This paper explores whether there is good evidence for such a belief. Until now, the historical record does not

contradict it. Perhaps uniquely among major developed democracies, Canada has, with one brief exception, not

witnessed a competitive nativist party emerge on the national stage in recent decades. For the purposes of this

paper, we define a nativist party as one that advocates a substantial reduction or end to current immigration flows,

justified on the basis of maintaining some deemed essential characteristics of a political unit (Guia, 2016). In virtually

every major developed country, there is a party espousing such a view that captures beyond a marginal share of the

vote and has national legislative representation. This paper seeks to answer the following question then: Why hasn't

a competitive nativist party emerged in Canada in the postindustrial era?1

The staple response to this question is that multiculturalism and large‐scale immigration have been a success in

Canada, at very least in relative terms, and thus there is weak “demand” for a nativist party. In other words, public

opinion is strongly favourable to pro‐immigration, pro‐diversity policy positions, making a nativist stance self‐

defeating for a competitive party (e.g., Ambrose & Mudde, 2015; Reitz, 2011; Foran, 2017; Hansen, 2017). In this

view, which is explored in Section 4, the design of the country's immigration system and its state‐sanctioned multi-

culturalism have, among other things, helped foster a “pro‐immigration Canada” (Reitz, 2011). While there is some

evidence for this position, it is not sufficient to account for the comparative experience, and it misses an important

part of the story.

Although Canadians are less hostile to immigration than voters in many other countries, there is a substantial pro-

portion of the population that desires lower immigration, and Canadian voters' preferences are not substantially dif-

ferent than some countries where nativist parties have emerged (Akin, 2017). To take the most obvious comparison,

consider attitudes to immigration policy in two recent polls in the United States and Canada. A 2017 Gallup poll in

the United States found that 35 per cent of those polled wanted lower immigration levels, whereas 38 per cent

favoured the status quo, and 24 per cent wanted increased immigration (McCarthy, 2017). Meanwhile, a 2018 Angus

Reid poll found that 49 per cent of Canadians wanted lower immigration, as compared to 31 per cent who wanted

the same level and only 6 per cent wanting a higher rate (Reid, 2018).

In the face of this evidence, the current paper advances an explanation for Canadian “exceptionalism” that is multi‐

faceted, drawing on the interaction of so‐called demand and supply factors that give rise to nativist parties. In broad

terms, it does not deny that relatively favourable public opinion towards immigration has helpedmitigate the possibility

of a nativist party emerging—the “demand” side. Were Canadian public opinion strongly opposed to mass immigration,

as it is in the UK, for example, then a competitive nativist party would likely have emerged. On the “supply” side, mean-

while, the country's single member plurality (SMP) electoral system has restrained the rise of such a party: SMP encour-

ages parties to compete over the median voter, which limits the ability of parties to take controversial positions that

may alienate crucial swing voters. This helps explain why New Zealand has a competitive nativist party, for instance,

whereas Canada does not. Australia's experience, however, shows that a plurality voting system is not a sufficient fac-

tor to prevent such a party from entering the fray, even when anti‐immigration sentiment is moderate (see Section 6).

But there is a further feature of the Canadian situation that has not been adequately appreciated in the liter-

ature—or invoked in the wrong manner—and it has to do with Quebec. It is not merely that Canada's bi‐national
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founding fostered a greater recognition of the need for tolerance of diversity, as the textbook story has it, and

that this gave rise to official multiculturalism in the first place (e.g., Brooks, 2012). More pertinent here is that

Quebec nationalism split a potential coalition among more rural and small city voters that might have resisted

higher immigration levels. Because anti‐immigration attitudes are more prominent in such areas, a national right‐

wing party could have tapped into such voters and reaped significant electoral gains as the issue became more

salient in the West in recent years (e.g., Edsall, 2017; Maxwell, 2017). However, because nationally‐oriented

right‐wing parties have struggled to appeal to large parts of Quebec since the early 1990s, given the separatist

inclinations of these voters, such parties were forced to compete electorally in the immigrant‐dense suburbs of

the big metropolitan centres if they were to have a chance at forming government (Flanagan, 2009, 2011). This

drove these parties to moderate their stances on immigration, which has been reinforced, as in other countries,

by the pro‐immigration orientation of the business class who back them (e.g., Freeman, 1995). In sum, the fractur-

ing of the anti‐immigration vote due to Quebec nationalism has hindered the rise of a fully competitive nativist

party, which in turn helped reinforce a broad partisan consensus around mass immigration, as voters followed elite

cues and as the issue's salience was constrained (Taub, 2017). There are signs, however, that this consensus is

shallow and vulnerable to reversal (Graves, 2015). Using data from the Vote Compass project in three Anglo‐

Saxon settler countries (Australia, Canada, and New Zealand) as well as older polling data, we illustrate and

advance this argument.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 examines existing conceptualisations of nativist and far right parties,

showing that Canada has not had a genuine party of either sort in recent decades. Section 3 documents previous

explanations for the emergence and strength of such parties, as set out in the comparative literature, and shows

how they do not account well for Canadian “exceptionalism.” Section 4 discusses and critiques what we call “the lit-

any,” or the well‐versed explanations for Canada's uniquely pro‐immigration politics, which have prevented nativist

parties from emerging. Section 5 presents our evidence for the interpretation offered above, while Section 6 exam-

ines two important “shadow cases”: Australia and New Zealand. Section 7 concludes, noting reasons for hesitancy

about the “postnational” hypothesis moving forward.
2 | WHAT IS A NATIVIST PARTY? HAS CANADA HAD ONE?

Nativism requires an “imagined” native based on some combination of ethnic, linguistic, or cultural characteristics, jux-

taposed against unwelcome non‐natives. Most contemporary nativism revolves around some attempt to defend the

demographic plurality of ethno‐European citizens in a country, and their associated traditional cultural ideals. The typ-

ical policy manifestations of nativism are stopping or sharply reducing immigration, ending all forms of multiculturalism

that celebrate internal diversity, pursuing cohesion through aggressive assimilation, and introducing policies to guaran-

tee jobs, housing, and social benefits to “our people first” (i.e., “welfare chauvinism”). Parties campaigning on such plat-

forms are usually categorised under the heading of “far right” or “radical right” (Mudde, 2007). However, this

terminology can be misleading, since many nativist parties support leftist redistributive social policies for in‐groups,

and popular support for assimilation and reduced immigration can often be high—and thus not genuinely “radical.” It

is for these reasons that we use the concept “nativist” party instead. Despite this, the literature on “radical right” parties

is helpful because historically most nativist parties have been of this sort (see Section 3).

Canada has certainly not been immune to nativism in its history. Towards the end of the nineteenth century, anti‐

Asian groups sprung up in Canada's urban areas, particularly in the province of British Columbia. Subsequently,

mainstream political parties in Canada adopted a nativist stance. In addition to the Chinese Immigration Act of

1923—stopping the vast majority of Chinese immigration—the federal government developed a byzantine legislative

framework aimed at preserving Canada's status as a “white man's country,” which persisted until the late 1960s

(Triadafilopoulos, 2012).

The adoption of race‐neutral admissions criteria in the 1960s and the introduction of multiculturalism as a core fea-

ture of Canadian national identity in the 1970s signalled the beginning of a mainstream consensus on these issues
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(Triadafilopoulos, 2012). Tellingly, the centrist Liberal Party under Pierre Elliot Trudeau initiated the 1971 multicultur-

alism policy and the centre‐right Progressive Conservative (PC) party under Brian Mulroney entrenched multicultural-

ism through the passage of theMulticulturalism Act of 1988. Both parties supported annual immigrant admissions over

250,000, with the Mulroney government setting a precedent that admissions were to be kept high regardless of the

state of the economy, which remains in place today (Marwah, Triadafilopoulos, & White, 2013, p. 103).

The first exception to pro‐immigration, pro‐multicultural politics in the postindustrial era came in the form of the

Reform Party of Canada. Created in 1986, it brought together a diverse coalition of western regionalists, anti‐statists,

social conservatives, and direct democracy enthusiasts (Laycock, 2001). The party made its breakthrough in 1993

federal election, taking 52 seats in the House of Commons and becoming the dominant right‐of‐centre party in

English Canada. Immigration figured prominently in the party's discourse; its literature expressed concern that Can-

ada received too many immigrants generally, and the wrong kind of immigrants (Soberman, 1999). Early in its exis-

tence, the party had two distinct prescriptions on this matter: Canada should narrow admissions to include only

economic immigrants and ensure not to “radically or suddenly alter the ethnic makeup of Canada” (cited in Marwah

et al., 2013, p. 104). The party erased the second prescription, found in its mid‐1991 Blue Book, within a few months,

maintaining that admissions policy should be seen only from an economic perspective. Nevertheless, immigration was

a prominent “phantom” issue in the 1993 election, and Reform attracted both support and condemnation for its

restrictionist stance (Soberman, 1999). The Reform Party also received considerable attention for its critical position

on official multiculturalism (Laycock, 2001).

When the Reform Party rebranded itself as the Canadian Alliance, the resultant leadership contest between

Preston Manning and Stockwell Day highlighted tensions within the party over immigration. By this point, Man-

ning was downplaying the issue with an eye to expanding the party's reach while Day exploited it as a wedge

issue, claiming that he “would not be frightened by the forces of political correctness” (Marwah et al., 2013, p.

106). It may have helped him win the leadership, but Day and his party were accused by the mainstream media

of harbouring a hidden agenda on immigration, which compromised the Canadian Alliance's attempt to build on

the prior success of the Reform Party. The party thus appeared on the path to implosion, which prompted the

decision to merge with the PC party to form the Conservative Party of Canada (CPC). With Stephen Harper at

the helm, the new CPC quickly stepped into line with the interparty consensus on immigration, for reasons

discussed in Section 5 (Laycock, 2012).

Canada is not a “multiculturalist unicorn,” then, but no competitive political party—past or present—could fairly be

categorised as a consistently or stridently nativist one (Ambrose &Mudde, 2015). The Reform Party experimented with

nativist positions, but these ideas were quickly moved to the fringes and were never presented as core features.2
3 | DEMAND AND SUPPLY FOR NATIVIST PARTIES

An extensive literature has identified factors that explain the electoral success of nativist parties, but fewer have

focused on explaining why a nativist party does or does not emerge in a given country (Ambrose & Mudde, 2015;

O'Malley, 2008; Rydgren, 2004). This section reviews the common demand‐side and supply‐side explanations for

such parties and why they cannot satisfactorily explain the Canadian case, which is why we develop a dynamic theory

stressing the interaction of demand and supply.

Demand‐side factors are those that potentially drive “the people” to favour nativist positions, creating sufficient

popular support to entice a nativist party to form. Kitschelt (2007), among others, argues that postindustrial societies

undergoing a rapid dislocation of the low‐skilled labour force are susceptible to nativism. In this respect, Canada his-

torically has had a high proportion of workers in the service sector relative to other OECD countries (OECD, 2005).

Canada's rates of temporary and part‐time employment, which sit at 13.4 and 18.9 per cent of the workforce, respec-

tively, are also above the OECD averages of 11.3 and 16.8 per cent (OECD, 2017).

A second core demand‐side explanation is that nativist parties emerge in response to increasing levels of immigra-

tion (e.g., Golder, 2003; Guia, 2016). Canada has one of the highest foreign‐born populations in the industrialised
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world (Figure 1). Moreover, it has had one the highest rates of net immigration in recent years (Figure 2). According to

this perspective, demand for a nativist party in Canada should be high.

A third demand‐side explanation is that high unemployment rates create a strong market for nativist politics (e.g.,

Lubbers, Gijsbert, & Scheepers, 2002). Comparatively, in recent decades, Canada has had a middling unemployment

rate among industrialised economies—from a relatively high rate in the 1990s to a moderate rate since. Countries

with popular nativist parties, such as Switzerland, Austria, and Denmark all currently have lower unemployment than

Canada. We would not go as far as Ambrose and Mudde (2015, p. 219), who argue that “demand‐side factors point to
IGURE 2 Net migration rate, 1995–2005
ource: OECD
F
S
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a very fertile breeding ground” for a nativist party, but they do not alone adequately explain the absence of a nativist

party in Canada.

On the supply‐side, a favourable environment for nativist parties emerges whenmainstream parties converge in the

policy space on immigration and diversity. In other words, if parties on the right and left appear too “centrist,” activists

recognise the opportunity to push nativism (Kitschelt, 1997). Ambrose and Mudde dismiss this explanation for the

Canadian case because “Canadian parties are not very ideological … [and] all main parties enthusiastically support

Canada's multiculturalism,” leaving lots of space on the right or left for a nativist party (2015, p. 220). While this may

overstate ideological convergence, there has been broad official agreement around immigration levels (see Section 4).

Related to policy convergence on the supply‐side is the importance of electoral institutions. Most scholars agree

that proportional representation (PR) systems with low thresholds are most favourable to nativist parties, whereas

single member plurality systems (SMP) reduce the opportunity for nativist parties to emerge and succeed (Givens,

2005). There are several dimensions to this argument. Of crucial importance to the party convergence thesis men-

tioned above is that SMP rewards larger parties and punishes smaller parties with geographically diffuse support.

In Canada, as explained in Section 5, this has worked against would‐be nativist parties, since support for such politics

has not approached a level where they could plausibly contend nationally in plurality‐based elections. While SMP

does allow for relatively small parties with concentrated geographic support to emerge, such as the Reform Party

and Bloc Quebecois (BQ), the nature of the system also means that they can never win government power on that

basis. For parties that seek to govern and change policy, this perpetual frustration will press them to soften and

broaden their message, lest voters tire of constantly casting “protest votes.” We show how this dynamic has played

out in Canada in Section 5, and then compare it to Australia and New Zealand in Section 6.3
4 | THE LITANY: WHY EXISTING EXPLANATIONS ARE INSUFFICIENT

There is a considerable literature that seeks to explain why Canadian public opinion is relatively favourable to immi-

gration (e.g., Hiebert, 2016; Reitz, 2011). Much of it identifies legitimate explanations for pro‐immigration sentiment,

and shows how Canada is (mostly) unique in each dimension. Yet we suspect, based on data presented below, that

the power of each explanation offered in the litany is not as strong as their proponents suggest. We briefly consider

three typical arguments below: the country's point‐based system of immigration, official multiculturalism, and geo-

graphic “isolation.” Each view is then interrogated.

Canada's points‐based system of immigration is widely thought to have contributed to the economic success of

new immigrants, which has blunted the typical nativist argument that immigrants might pose a “drain” on the system

(Reitz, 2011). There is little doubt that the Canadian immigration system has delivered better economic outcomes, at

least in part, due to the points‐based criteria. Potential immigrants are screened primarily based on whether they are

likely to integrate well into the labour market—language skills, formal education, age, experience, or arranged employ-

ment. As a result, those that arrive in Canada are relatively well placed to hit the ground running—in contrast to West-

ern European countries, for example, where many immigrants arrive without language skills or formal training. Figure 3

shows that Canada has indeed had high employment rates among foreign‐born that mirror those of native‐born Cana-

dians, and this has helped lead Canadians to see immigration as an economic boon (e.g., Donnelly, 2017).

Official multiculturalism is also touted as a force for pro‐immigration sentiment. A nation that self‐identifies in

multicultural terms is unlikely to see new arrivals, who bring distinct cultures, as a threat to national unity. In surveys,

“multiculturalism” as a general concept is usually strongly supported, and most Canadians see it as a part of their

(sometimes elusive) national identity (Soroka & Robertson, 2010). To the extent these views are deeply felt, then mul-

ticulturalism will have weakened anti‐immigration sentiment.

Last, but not least, is the country's geographical isolation. Canada's only land‐based border is with the United

States, which is not seen to be a source of “disruptive” or “dangerous” would‐be migrants. This has meant that Cana-

dians have felt secure in the knowledge that immigration will happen “on their terms.” It is hard to overstate how

influential this factor has been. One of the most powerful rallying points of nativist parties is that countries have “lost
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control of their borders,” fostering a vision of “siege.” The recent Trump campaign, and nativist mobilisations in

Europe during the refugee crisis, attest to this. What is striking in this respect is how much concern emerges in Can-

ada when this “isolation,” or control, is challenged. The periodic arrival of small numbers of migrants via boat has elic-

ited widespread concern, while the arrival of several thousand Haitians from the United States in the summer of

2017 apparently so concerned Canadians that the federal Liberal government thought it prudent to send cabinet

members to the border to meet, and warn off, potential asylum seekers from entering into Canada (“Liberal ministers

go to Canada‐U.S. border to warn migrants against crossing,” Globe and Mail, August 21, 2017).

Each of these three elements to Canadian “exceptionalism” matter—we do not seek to contest this. The question

is how much. In this respect, there are good grounds to doubt their potency, especially in relation to the first two. The

problem these explanations face is that they are relatively consistent features of the Canadian situation, yet anti‐

immigration sentiment has fluctuated considerably, and that sentiment has often been substantial.

Consider the points‐based system of entry. This has been in existence since the late 1960s. Yet for the duration

of the 1970s and 1980s, roughly 50 per cent of survey respondents thought immigration levels should be reduced

(Gallup polls cited in Reitz, 2011, p. 9). Tellingly, support for reducing immigration closely correlated with economic

growth and unemployment rates during this period—fluctuating between 40 and 60 per cent. Anti‐immigration sen-

timent really started to fall only in the late 1990s, coinciding with an economic boom, but even here, around 35 per

cent of the population remained supportive of reducing immigration. Polling by Environics reveals a similar inflection

point in the late 1990s (Environics, 2015). What this suggests is that even with a points‐system, anti‐immigration sen-

timent can be quite strong—it is during economic booms with lower unemployment that concern weakens, but they

will likely reappear should Canada's economic growth end. The timing of the shift in public opinion is telling in

another respect as well, discussed in Section 5: it coincides with the emergence of the cross‐party consensus around

mass immigration, as the Reform Party/Canadian Alliance rejoined the fold on this question.

There is another problem with this explanation. The relatively favourable integration of immigrants into the labour

market may not have much to do with the points system. This is suggested by Figure 4, which presents the ratio of

foreign‐born to native‐born unemployment. A ratio around one suggests a high degree of integration. The higher the

ratio, the worse labour market integration is. While Canada again scores well, so do other Anglo‐Saxon countries—

places that have not historically had points‐based systems, such as the United States and UK. What this suggests
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is that immigrant integration in the labour market, at very least in terms of unemployment levels, has more to do with

flexible labour markets than the nature of the immigration system. Western European countries, for various reasons,

have labour markets that are more difficult for immigrants to enter.

The appeal to multiculturalism is similarly problematic. There are two main issues here. The first is that official

multiculturalism has never amounted to much in terms of a government commitment of resources. The budget for

multicultural programs has always been very modest, roughly 10–15 million CAD. It is unlikely that such low levels

of spending could have made much of a difference in public opinion. Second, Canadians' understanding of multicul-

turalism appears to be quite “thin” (see Hansen, 2017). “Thick” multiculturalism would entail substantial efforts to

encourage immigrants to retain and live their source‐country cultures. “Thin” multiculturalism, by contrast, amounts

simply to a tolerance for diverse ways of life within a liberal democratic framework. Yet nearly all democratic coun-

tries hold to some variant of this latter approach, even if the official policy is more explicitly assimilationist (Hansen,

2017). The “thin” understanding of multiculturalism in Canada is indicated in polls: from the early 1990s until present,

around 60 to 70 per cent of Canadians agreed with the statement that “Too many immigrants don't adopt Canadian

values” (Environics, 2015). Another 2017 poll showed that just 10 per cent disagreed with the claim that “People who

come to Canada should change their behavior to be more like Canadians,” whereas an overwhelming majority agreed

(Donnelly, 2017).

In light of this, the puzzle remains. Roughly 35 to 40 per cent of Canadians have consistently wanted lower immi-

gration in recent decades, and during the high unemployment 1980s and early 1990s, nearly 50 per cent wanted

lower immigration. This has been true alongside the existence of the factors cited above, which ostensibly explain

Canadian uniqueness. It is striking, then, that no competitive political party has adopted that policy position in an

election campaign.

The absence of a competitive nativist party is especially puzzling considering the possible pro‐immigration biases

in standard polling. Consider the polling done by EKOS on immigration (Graves, 2015). What it shows is that

expressed opposition to immigration, and specifically “visible minority” immigration, steadily fell during the early

2000s, consistent with other polling results. When EKOS resumed polling in 2013, however, after a seven year
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hiatus, opposition to immigration had more than doubled to nearly 45 per cent (see Figure 5). This is despite the fact

that other polls showed no sharp discontinuity (Environics, 2015). What explains the stark shift? A major reason is

likely that this new round of polling was done anonymously by a machine. This suggests that Canadians are—and have

been—more anti‐immigration than they let on. “Elite cues” from the cross‐party consensus have likely led to polling

results that reflect only superficial (or polite?) support for immigration among many in the electorate. This superfici-

ality of support is revealing, as we argue in the next section.
5 | QUEBEC, ONCE AGAIN: THE FRACTURING OF THE
ANTI‐ IMMIGRATION VOTE

Students of Canadian politics have long recognised the centrality of Quebec/Rest of Canada (ROC) dynamics in the

country's evolution. It is not merely that tensions around Quebec separatism put the unity and continuity of the

country in doubt. These tensions also led to major changes in the way that Canadian federalism operated, such that

the country is now one of the most decentralised federal systems in the developed world (e.g., Brooks, 2012). To the

extent that Quebec is recognised as important in the immigration debate, it is mostly due to its role in creating official

multiculturalism—as officials in the federal government sought to quell separatist ambitions—and how it apparently

made Canadians more comfortable with “deep diversity” (Taylor, 1993). Yet, this is not the only role Quebec has

played in terms of the immigration debate, and not the most important one either.

The basic issue comes down to electoral math. To state the obvious, to form a stable government in Canada, the

winning party needs to win a majority of seats in the House of Commons. Historically, the federal Liberal Party has

been the most successful at doing so, because it mastered the style of brokerage politics encouraged by a country as

regionally and linguistically diverse as Canada. It occupies the centre of the political spectrum, appeals to federalist
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Quebeckers, and tacks right or left depending on the political winds (Johnston, 2017). This has meant two things. A

competitive right‐wing party seeking to form government has limited margin for error, and in turn, its victories are

often tenuous and short‐lived (Johnston, 2017). When they have been most successful, conservative parties brought

together a coalition of western populists in the Prairies and rural British Columbia, traditional “Tories” (socially con-

servative voters, leaning right on economic issues) in Ontario and the Atlantic, and francophone nationalists in Que-

bec (Flanagan, 2011). In Canada, courting these voters means pushing a fiscally conservative agenda, hinting at social

conservatism, and proposing a moderate decentralist vision of the country. The problem for such a broad coalition,

however, is that a major internal tension exists: western populists and Quebec nationalists do not agree on many

issues—from social issues to bilingualism to separatism and so on (Johnston, 2017). As the work by Johnston

(2017) makes clear, then, the so‐called “national question” surrounding Quebec has created a cleavage that cuts

across conservative voters. This has led to the splintering of such coalitions when attempts to bridge those tensions

run aground (e.g., Meech Lake and Charlottetown Accords).

This was the lesson conservative leaders in Canada took from the collapse of the PC government under Brian

Mulroney in 1993. In a now famous speech, Stephen Harper, the future Conservative Prime Minister, made this case

in 1996 at the “Winds of Change” conference in Calgary (Flanagan, 2009, 2011). This strategic view was not imme-

diately adopted by all conservatives, but its influence grew after successive electoral defeats to the Liberals in 1997

and 2000. The problem for right‐wing forces at that time was both that there was a split within the right, between

the Reform Party and the PCs, and that the Quebec nationalists had committed to the BQ. This left the PCs as a rump

party, with Reform dominant in the West but unable to make strides in Ontario, the BQ dominant in Quebec, and the

Liberals dominant in the major urban centres, Atlantic Canada, and rural Ontario—had the PCs and Reform not split

the vote in rural Ontario, many of those seats would have been won by the right in the 1997 and 2000 elections. This

was hardly an auspicious time to be introducing politically controversial positions on immigration, and so the party

kept that part of their base's view submerged. The key point here is that with the inability of right‐wing parties to

make strides in rural Quebec, due to the separatist/nationalist orientation of such voters, the electoral math was

extremely difficult post‐1993 and was greatly compounded by vote‐splitting on the right.

Given the situation in Quebec, then, the immediate task became uniting the right, and after a failed attempt with

the Canadian Alliance, the parties finally merged in 2003 to form the Conservative Party of Canada (CPC). At that

point, Harper became the leader and set out to recreate a pared‐down version of the successful coalition Mulroney

had cobbled together (for below, see Flanagan, 2009, 2011). The party made some preliminary strides but was unable

to defeat the Liberals in the 2004 election. The Liberals were however reduced to a minority government, and had

Quebec not been a part of the election, the Liberals would have barely won—even in the context of a strong econ-

omy, which favours incumbents (Anderson, 2010). This success led Harper to focus on becoming competitive in Que-

bec again, and following the 2004 election the Conservatives took steps to bring Quebec conservatives back into the

fold. In 2006, after the fallout of the sponsorship scandal, this paid modest dividends—10 seats, sufficient to put the

Conservatives into power with a minority government. Again, though, had Quebec not been a part of the election,

the Conservatives would have nearly achieved a majority government—once more in the context of a strong econ-

omy, which should have favoured the incumbent Liberals. When Harper called an early election in 2008, hoping to

turn his minority government into a majority, the Conservatives were stymied again by the Bloc Quebecois—this time

over the seemingly modest issue of cuts to federal cultural subsidies.

These repeated frustrations, and their appreciation of the tricky electoral math in relation to Quebec, gave rise to

a new strategy for the Conservatives, courting the ethnic vote around Toronto and Vancouver. This had begun prior

to the 2006 election, but after winning, only a minority government the effort intensified considerably: Jason Kenney,

the Conservative Minister of Immigration, was tasked with “ethnic outreach” (Castonguay, 2013). As Tom Flanagan,

Harper's chief political strategist, has written revealingly, it was the electoral challenge of winning in Quebec that

pushed the party to do so (Flanagan, 2009, 2011).4 This pulled the Conservatives in the direction of softening and

reframing their message on immigration and cultural issues, which pushed them away from the Quebec voters who

had similar concerns, but whose vote choice was shaped primarily by sovereignty rather than diversity issues. By
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2011, the new coalition strategy of western populists, rural Ontarians, and ethnic voters in the suburbs of Toronto and

Vancouver paid off with a solid majority government.

It was at this point that various political analysts proclaimed the arrival of an enduring Conservative coalition, one

that would dominate Canada for decades: high immigration would lead to burgeoning (electoral) growth in the two

areas Conservatives had now conquered, the new immigrant suburbs around Toronto and the West (Bricker &

Ibbitson, 2013). This was a compelling argument, since the cross‐party consensus around immigration had become

very stable in these years, and the parties in fact competed to appeal most to the new immigrant suburban vote.

Indeed, some analysts have suggested that Canada's pattern of urbanisation, with significant numbers of immigrants

in the suburbs around Toronto and Vancouver, makes a competitive nativist party near impossible (Adams & Norris,

2018).5 However, this interpretation fails to understand that the split in rural and small town support between Que-

bec and the rest of Canada has forced conservative parties to treat these ridings as crucial swing ridings. In the

absence of the Quebec‐ROC split, the electoral math would allow a mainly rural and smaller city party to win a major-

ity in elections, should they be dominant in these areas ‐ roughly 70 percent of federal seats are outside the big three

metropolitan areas (Montreal, Toronto, and Vancouver; see footnote 5).

With no major substantive debate between the parties on the issue, then, immigration's salience remained low

(Taub, 2017), and voters followed the “cues” of their preferred party leaders: they adopted a more pro‐immigration

stance in polls, even in the face of mild economic turbulence from 2008 onward (for the literature on “elite cues”

and public opinion, see Bullock, 2011). But given that the shift in opinion was somewhat superficial, as the EKOS

polling above shows, this new consensus was fragile, and the conservative coalition ultimately proved brittle.

In this case, events outside of the countrywould shift the dynamics. In recent years, there has been awave of nativist

populism in Europe and the United States in the wake of the Great Recession, as the potential of majority‐to‐minority

demographic transformations sunk in for native‐born populations (e.g., Edsall, 2017; Inglehart & Norris, 2016; Rodrik,

2017). These broader trends have been apparent to Canadians too, and many have responded by embracing this wave,

particularly those in the Conservative base. It has also been felt in Quebec, where debates around identity and immigra-

tion loom larger—the rise of La Meute, a nativist movement, is one indication of this. Harper, sensing this wave,

attempted to use a debate about niqabs being worn during citizenship ceremonies to play to this sentiment. A “barbaric

cultural practices” hotlinewas also proposed in the 2015 election campaign. The problem forHarperwas that these not‐

so‐subtle “dogwhistles” scared off many of the newly won‐over “ethnic voters” in the immigrant suburbs, and they did

not sufficiently rally other voters who were weary of 11 years of Conservative rule.

Given the weariness of voters with the Conservatives, the election became an “anybody but Conservative” elec-

tion. While the centre‐left NDP had polled well near the start of the campaign, many of their seats were in Quebec.

This meant that the niqab wedge issue hurt them most: they were forced to choose between their Quebec voters,

who strongly disliked the niqab, and their ROC urban voters, who were staunchly multicultural in outlook. By siding

with the latter, the NDP alienated Quebec voters, and their support began to plummet in the province. When this

started to show up in national polling, Trudeau and the Liberals became seen as the best chance to defeat the Con-

servatives, and centre‐left voters swung from the NDP to the Liberals in massive numbers in the final weeks of the

campaign. Revealingly, in a more conventional party system, the niqab wedge issue would have helped the Conser-

vatives, since Quebeckers were the most intensely opposed to the niqab. However, given Quebec's unique dynamics,

NDP voters went mostly to the BQ instead and thereby tipped the strategic calculus in ROC. In short, while the 2015

election is often seen as a repudiation of nativism in Canada (e.g., Hiebert, 2016), a closer look suggests a more mun-

dane picture: a rejection of a long‐time governing party, combined with unique party system dynamics.
5.1 | Data and method

We test the validity of our arguments by drawing on an unprecedented sample of attitudes towards immigration

among Canadians, Australians, and New Zealanders. Specifically, we analyse data obtained through the Vote Compass

project during recent elections in Canada, Australia, and New Zealand. Vote Compass is an interactive, online
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application featured by newsmedia organisations during election campaigns. The application consists of a survey mod-

ule and a results module, which offers users a real‐time estimation of their position within ideological space (van der

Linden & Dufresne, 2017). Highly popular, Vote Compass has been used by millions of people across 25 elections

worldwide.6 Although primarily a means for advancing democratic participation during election campaigns, it has

become a rich repository of public opinion data, including positions on a variety of issues, vote intention, party identi-

fication, and socio‐demographics. Appendix S1 explains the methodology used to generate the results below.
5.2 | Results

There are four pieces of evidence that we present to support the qualitative argument made in the previous section.

The first is evidence of significant differences in urban versus rural attitudes towards immigration and how those dif-

ferences break down among provinces. Figure 6 reports the main relevant conclusions. Consistent with the broader

literature (Maxwell, 2017), there is relatively stronger nativist sentiment in rural areas. In most provinces, rural areas

had about 5 to 10 per cent higher rates of anti‐immigration attitudes. Rural and smaller city voters tend to be more

anti‐immigration primarily for demographic reasons (e.g., fewer immigrants and professionals) and less because urban

environments generate pro‐immigration sentiment (e.g., through positive inter‐ethnic “contact”; Maxwell, 2017).

Moreover, self‐selection plays a role, whereby those more comfortable with diversity leave rural areas, and those

uncomfortable with it leave the diverse metropoles (e.g., Edsall, 2017). Nevertheless, there does appear to be some

residual effect of rural context, as Figure 6 indicates (see also Section 6).

Figure 6 also shows that anti‐immigration sentiment is relatively strong in rural Quebec. Nativist sentiment in rural

Quebec is not as strong as in rural parts of Alberta and Saskatchewan, which are partial outliers, but it is stronger than

most other provinces and in line with Ontario. This is consistent with the argument that there are voters in rural Que-

bec to which a federal nativist party could appeal—but have not been able to because of the strength of Quebec

nationalism and corresponding support for the BQ. Indeed, these rural areas in Quebec are also those where the

BQ has long dominated—a dominance that was only broken in the 2011 election, with the “orange wave” that swept

the NDP to power in much of Quebec. Were those BQ seats to have aligned with the CPC, in the absence of a Que-
FIGURE 6 Provincial differences in anti‐immigration sentiment, urban versus rural

Source: Vote Compass, 2015 Canadian federal election survey. Results derived using multi‐level regression and post
stratification of responses to the question, “How many immigrants should Canada admit?”
‐



IGURE 7 “How many immigrants should Canada admit?” by partisanship
ource: Vote Compass, 2015 Canadian federal election survey [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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bec nationalism cleavage, the electoral prospects of the CPC would have improved markedly—and given the party

greater freedom to espouse nativist positions.

In effect, reliance on rural and small city voters, on which Trump and other nativist leaders largely rely, has not

been possible for either Canadian national parties or Quebec nationalists.

A second piece of evidence for our interpretation is the nature and degree of partisan difference on the question

of immigration. Figure 7 presents these differences most starkly. What it shows is that, overall, Bloc voters share sim-

ilar anti‐immigration views to those of Conservative voters. The big difference lies between these two parties and

Liberal and NDP voters, who are more favourably disposed to immigration. As noted above, this means that nativist

voters in Quebec will have frequently voted for the BQ, despite their broad agreement with Conservative voters on

the issue of immigration—thereby fracturing the anti‐immigration vote.

The reason they have done so is not terribly surprising, given what we have argued above: they are motivated

more strongly by issues related to Quebec nationalism and sovereignty than they are by immigration debates.

Figure 8 shows this third piece of evidence for this argument. When it comes to the determinants of Bloc support,

the question of Quebec independence is much more potent than immigration, even though more nativist attitudes

will also incline voters to support the Bloc. This is evident in the difference in predicted Bloc support when a

voter switches sides on the sovereignty issue, compared to a similar switch on the question of immigration. For

example, a respondent who “strongly disagrees” with the statement “Quebec should become an independent

state” is only likely to support the Bloc 4 per cent of the time, whereas those who “strongly agree” are likely

to support the Bloc 55 per cent of the time—a difference of 51 per cent. By contrast, the difference in likelihood

of Bloc support due to immigration views is much smaller, though still significant: a difference of 10 per cent—

from 16 per cent likely support among the most pro‐immigration respondents to 26 per cent of staunchly anti‐

immigration respondents.

The final piece of evidence is the evaluation of other parties by Bloc voters. In the Vote Compass data, respon-

dents were asked to rate the different parties—which can be taken as a proxy of their willingness to vote for them.

Figure 9 shows that Bloc voters were more likely to support the NDP as their second‐choice party—regardless of

their views on the question of immigration—than the CPC. As their opposition to immigration increased, though, they

became more likely to vote Conservative, and less likely to vote NDP. This again shows that the primary motivation of

Bloc voters is the question of Quebec nationalism, and less so immigration, since the NDP has historically taken a

more accommodative, or at least sympathetic, stance towards the ambition of Quebec nationalists for either distinct



FIGURE 8 Sovereignty versus nativism as determinants of Bloc support
Source: Vote Compass, 2015 Canadian federal election survey

FIGURE 9 Party evaluations by Bloc Quebecois partisans, based on stance on immigration question (0–10 scale)
Source: Vote Compass, 2015 Election
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status within Canada or some version of Quebec sovereignty. Thus, when Bloc support collapsed in the 2011 elec-

tion, that support went primarily to the NDP—the “orange wave”—not the Conservatives. Together, this evidence

helps to identify the geographic and partisan distribution of anti‐immigration sentiment and how the fracturing of

that sentiment due to Quebec nationalism has impeded a competitive nativist party from finding a place in the Cana-

dian party system.

6 | NATIVISM IN AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND

This section suggests that modest levels of anti‐immigration sentiment in the electorate is not sufficient to explain

Canada's “exceptionalism,” contrary to the standard account. We show that nativist sentiment in Australia resembles
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Canadian sentiment closely. Yet, in Australia, nativist politics has had a more successful history, including the existence

of an explicitly nativist party,OneNation.We also show thatNewZealand has experienced successful nativist politics in

the form of New Zealand First (NZ First)—not merely because of higher overall anti‐immigration sentiment, but also

because a PR electoral system has allowed nativist voters to coalesce in a politically viable way. Recent events in the

two countries also suggest that anti‐immigration sentiment has greater purchase in official partisan politics.

Australia's early immigration policies were based on racial criteria, which encouraged European settlement, as in

Canada. By the 1970s, though, all the major Australian political parties came to support an end to the “White Aus-

tralia” and a new multicultural vision of Australian identity. Nevertheless, this policy and the cross‐party consensus

generated considerable resistance and debate in public discourse (Deutchman, 2000). The debate also generated

internal turmoil in the right‐wing Liberal Party. When John Howard took over the leadership of the party in 1985,

he voiced opposition to immigration, suggesting that Australia should limit or reduce the amount of Asian immigra-

tion in particular. This culminated in the party's adoption of the “One Australia” policy in 1988, which was critical

of multiculturalism and Australia's “culturally” neutral admissions policies. However, that stance was denounced by

other senior figures in the party and eventually contributed to his removal as leader in 1989.

Following the deep recession of the early 1990s, the immigration issue re‐emerged.WhenHoward became leader of

the Liberal Party a second time in 1995, he distanced himself from some of his earlier views on the topic, but neverthe-

less continued his criticismofmulticulturalism.Nevertheless, Howardwas among a groupof LiberalMPswho refused to

support a parliamentary affirmation against any immigration policy that took account of race or national origin because

it was perceived as an affront to Australia's “sovereign right to determine the entry of people into the country” (Jupp,

2002, p. 128).

Howard's re‐ascension to leader of the Liberal Party coincided with Pauline Hanson's emergence on the national

stage. Although Hanson was technically elected as a Liberal, the party had unendorsed her before the election after

her nativist views gained widespread attention. In her maiden speech to parliament she warned that Australia was in

danger of being “swamped by Asians” and that immigration should be sharply cut. Following her expulsion from the

Liberal Party, she founded One Nation in 1997, an explicitly nativist party. The party argued that Australia's white

Christian majority would be imperilled by mass immigration and it sought to cut immigration dramatically.

One Nation did relatively well in its first few elections, garnering 23 per cent of the vote in the 1998 Queensland

state election, 9 per cent in the federal election that same year, and 6 to 9 per cent in a few state elections from 1999

to 2001. Its showing worsened in the 2001 federal election, though, dropping to around 5 per cent, after consider-

able infighting and damaging lawsuits launched by their partisan opponents. After Hanson's exit from the party lead-

ership in 2003, the party disappeared into the political wilderness for a decade. From 2004 until 2015, the party

never polled higher than 2 per cent of the vote, in either state or federal elections. It has somewhat re‐emerged since

then, however. In the 2016 federal election, it polled just above 4 per cent in Senate voting, and in the Queensland

state election of 2017, it received nearly 14 per cent of the vote.

This re‐emergence has coincided with, and helped to spur on, a renewed debate around immigration in Australia.

The rise of One Nation threatens the vote shares of the centre‐right parties. This has led to calls for a rethinking of

immigration policy in 2017 and 2018 by prominent Liberal politicians, including former Prime Ministers Tony Abbott

and John Howard. In fact, these calls generated an internal debate about whether to cut immigration targets, a

debate which was initially denied by the Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull (“Turnbull says ministers, not cabinet,

discussed migration numbers,” The Guardian, April 12, 2018). This is in some ways a replay of the 1990s, where elec-

toral pressure from One Nation pushed the Liberal Party to revise its immigration policy. Nativist posturing around

the issue by Howard in the late 1990s and early 2000s served to “soak up” much of One Nation's support, and How-

ard made greater use of the issue while in power to shore up support than did Stephen Harper (Snow & Moffitt,

2012). The Howard government severely restricted the family reunion programme and cut access to welfare pay-

ments for new immigrants (Betts, 2003). Howard also made controversial changes to the humanitarian programme,

driven by the Tampa affair, strengthening state capacity to prevent boats carrying asylum‐seekers from reaching

Australia's sovereign territory.



FIGURE 10 Anti‐immigration support by prominent cleavages in Australia, Canada, and New Zealand
Source: Vote Compass Canada 2015, Vote Compass New Zealand 2014, and Vote Compass Australia 2013
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In sum, nativist politics has been much more prominent in Australia in recent decades. The issue has commanded

greater attention, and explicitly, nativist candidates have garnered sufficient shares of the vote to take seats in state

and federal legislatures, something which has not been the case in Canada. While the right‐wing Liberal Party has not

yet turned in a nativist direction, internal debates are considerably more intense and open, and the party adopted

more strident stances on the immigration issue when in power. Unlike the Canadian conservatives, they do not have

to tread as lightly on the issue, given the more propitious party system. This is because the Liberal‐National coalition

can pursue fiscal conservatives and nativist (white) rural and small town voters nationwide as a stable electoral coa-

lition—they need not contend with a split in nativist voting along a different axis of political contestation, such as sub‐

state nationalism, which is central to the Canadian party system.

As Figure 10 demonstrates, anti‐immigration sentiment in the two countries has been similar in composition and

degree. Drawing from Vote Compass results in national elections in Australia (2013), Canada (2015), and New

Zealand (2014), the typical predictors of immigration attitudes—income, education, rurality, immigration status, and

political interest—align closely in Australia and Canada. Yet the politics have played out differently, as we have

documented.

Compared to Australia, New Zealand is a more straightforward case. As in Canada and Australia, New Zealand for

many years had a race‐based admissions policy. This officially ended in the 1980s, when the country also adopted a

multiculturalist integration policy. Unlike Canada and Australia, however, New Zealand delayed mass immigration

until the 1990s because it had an easier time meeting its immigration needs after the war without diversifying its

sources (Ongley & Pearson, 1995). New Zealand has a comparable foreign‐born population to Australia and Canada

(Figure 1), but, until recently, a greater share of New Zealand's foreigners migrated from “traditional” European

sources (Ongley & Pearson, 1995). From a demand‐side perspective, a smaller per capita non‐European
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immigrant population should have made the emergence of nativist party in New Zealand less likely than in Canada

and Australia.

Nevertheless, a nativist party has emerged in the country in the form of NZ First. The party was founded in 1993

by a former National Party cabinet minister, Winston Peters. This was set in motion both by Peters' expulsion from

the right‐wing National Party, due to his criticism of its leader, and because the country had recently adopted a PR

system. This latter development allowed upstart parties to have a chance at winning seats in a way that an SMP sys-

tem does not. Prior to that time, New Zealand politics was characterised by two‐party competition between the

centre‐left Labour Party and National Party, as in a typical SMP environment. Indeed, given the electoral reform, in

its first election NZ First garnered 8.4 per cent of the vote and 2 seats—while in 1996, the party took 13.4 per cent

of the vote and 17 seats in an expanded legislature. The party subsequently fell back in support, but has fluctuated

between 4 and 11 per cent of the popular vote in national elections from 1999 to 2017, and it has been a consistent

presence in the legislature, save one term (2008–2011).

NZ First can be readily identified as a nativist party because it is sceptical of the cultural and economic benefits of

immigration, especially immigration from Asia, and it seeks to put “New Zealand and New Zealanders First” by

“protecting their customs, traditions, and values.” As leader, Peters repeatedly warned that the country was in danger

of becoming an “Asian colony,” and the party has consistently called for immigration to be sharply scaled back. It has

also positioned itself as a populist party, “neither right nor left,” much like other nativist parties.

While NZ First's political emergence can be attributed to the country's electoral system, Figure 10 also makes

clear that anti‐immigration sentiment in New Zealand is stronger than in Canada and Australia. This is despite the

weaker demand‐side forces that might generate such attitudes. What this suggests is that the very existence and

continuity of NZ First has helped normalise and amplify the debate around immigration, giving the issue a salience

and contestability that have been weaker in Canada especially. As Figure 11 shows, anti‐immigration sentiment

has been able to coalesce in a party more readily in New Zealand—whereas anti‐immigration sentiment is more dis-

persed in partisan terms in Canada (Figure 7). This dynamic has also made the other political parties more wary of NZ

First siphoning votes from them, leading them towards more nativist positions. In New Zealand, strikingly, it has been

the left‐wing Labour Party that has broken with the immigration status quo. The party contested the 2017 election

on a platform of sharply reducing immigration and subsequently has formed a coalition with NZ First to implement

this policy stance. This is a stark contrast to the official partisan consensus that continues in Canada, and the weak-

ness of anti‐immigration positions on the political left in Canada (Figure 7).
FIGURE 11 Support for immigration, by partisan identification, New Zealand, 2014 Election
Source: Vote Compass; 2014 general election survey [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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7 | A CANADIAN MODEL?

For understandable reasons, the narrative of Canada as a bastion of openness and diversity has resonated in Canada

and with many political commentators in North America and Europe. The contrast between Justin Trudeau and

Donald Trump is indeed stark, and the pro‐immigration consensus among Canada's political class is notable in a world

roiled by nativist populism. The Economist recently suggested that “Canada has something important to teach the

world” and that it “hints at a resolution of these conflicts between civic and ethnic nationalism.” (“Vladimir's choice,”

December 19, 2017) Views such as this have led many to search for the “secrets to Canada's success” (Taub, 2017).

The argument advanced in this paper suggests that those “secrets” may not be so potent or transferable. Canada has

arrived at its political consensus through idiosyncratic forces that are simply not replicable elsewhere, and there

remains a substantial proportion of the population that quietly harbours misgivings with the immigration status quo.

In fact, there is good reason to be cautious moving forward. The country, along with Australia and New Zealand,

escaped deep recessions following the global financial crisis in 2008. A massive stimulus effort in China propped up

commodity prices and allowed these countries to withstand the downturn, which in turn helped to prevent their

housing booms from collapsing, as they did in other countries. If anything, those housing booms have only intensified

since, leading to housing bubble conditions in some of the major cities in these countries, including Toronto and Van-

couver (Gordon, 2017). This has left them exposed to dangerous levels of private debt in the mortgage market, which

could precipitate deep recessions should the bubbles burst in disorderly fashion. Given the close relationship of anti‐

immigration sentiment and unemployment levels, there is a strong likelihood that such attitudes will surge in the

wake of a deep recession. This would sorely test the political consensus around mass immigration in the country.

This conclusion is reinforced by polling data which suggests a somewhat superficial level of support for immigra-

tion among many in Canada, even at a time of robust growth (Figure 5). To this point, that sentiment has remained

taboo given the official political consensus. But it would emerge should the consensus fray. A central part of that con-

sensus has been the role of Quebec in fracturing the anti‐immigration vote, as we have argued. It has been suggested

that the salience of sovereignty in Quebec is quickly receding and will no longer be a political force in the near future

(Changfoot & Cullen, 2011). If this trend does continue unabated, and immigration becomes salient and unpopular

enough that Quebec nationalists are willing to vote for the CPC based on that issue—or an emergent country‐wide

nativist party—then the prospects for nativist politics and policy will be greatly heightened.
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ENDNOTES
1A “competitive” party would be one, at a minimum, that has won a seat in national legislative bodies. The emergence of

Maxime Bernier's new party, the People's Party of Canada, may represent the end of this exceptionalism. However, it

has not yet contested a federal election, so whether it can garner anything more than a marginal share of the vote, and

win seats, remains an open question.
2Once more, as noted in Footnote 1, the emergence of the People's Party of Canada may disrupt this pattern, but at the time

of writing it is too early to tell.
3The fact that nativist sentiment is not only found on the political right also complicates the task of becoming competitive for

nativist parties in SMP systems. Nativists of left and right are not able to coalesce on their primary issue of concern, immi-

gration or immigrant integration, as they are in PR systems.
4Flanagan (2011) writes: “This reversal in the 2008 campaign proved to be a turning point in Conservative electoral strategy.

Although the party did not abandon hope of making gains, Quebec ceased to be pivotal in Conservative electoral calcula-

tions. Increasingly, the role of third and essential pillar to complement western populists and traditional Tories would be

played by ethnic voters, new Canadians, mostly in Ontario rather than Quebec. This would involve a direct assault on

the Liberals' ethnic fortress of Toronto.”
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5Speer and Jivani (2017) make a similar argument that “It is increasingly an arithmetical and political truism that these major

urban centers [Montreal, Toronto, Vancouver] effectively have a veto over our politics.” They point to the 2015 election as

evidence that if the Conservatives do not appeal to these regions then they cannot win elections—and by extension that

neither can a party that is highly critical of immigration. The U.S. case is contrasted to Canada because the population in

its three largest urban centres (New York, Los Angeles, and Chicago) is a much smaller proportion of the population (16

per cent vs. 36 per cent in the Canadian case). This “diffusion of the U.S. population” is alleged to allow a successful nativist

politics, as with Donald Trump, but not in Canada. Adams and Norris (2018) make a similar claim. However, this is not a

strong argument, in part because it neglects the fact that the U.S. population is nearly ten times the size of Canada's:

why should the relevant comparison be the “top three” cities? If anything, we might look at the top 20 or 30 American cit-

ies, given the difference in total population. The result of this comparison would be much less stark—if indeed there even

remains a difference. There is also the question of the relative under‐representation of the major urban centres in the Cana-

dian electoral system. While Montreal, Toronto, and Vancouver comprise 36 per cent of the national population (as

measured according to the “census metropolitan areas”), they only represent roughly 30 per cent of the seats in the Cana-

dian parliament. So even a party that was (completely) shut out of these areas could generate a majority, were it to

dominate more rural and small town areas (as Trump did). As we argue, this has been much harder for the Conservative

Party in Canada because those areas have been split (in part) by the cleavage between Quebec and the Rest of Canada,

as an established literature attests (e.g., Johnston, 2017).
6www.votecompass.com.
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